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Electrical services

Here is the list of all the types of services we can offer for your exhibition:

Telecommunications

CONTACT

For additional quotes, please contact our exhibitors service: 

services@eurexpo.com

For additional information, you can go to:

www.eurexpo.com – Exhibitors Section 

Exhibitors Service – BP 190 – 69686 Chassieu Cedex – France 

Slings, ropes, lightning

Suspended banners

Video

Water Supply

Compressed air

Coffee machines / Water fountains

Waste clearance after show

Parking

Floor anchoring



ELECTRICAL SERVICES

Every exhibitor requiring an electrical supply on the stand must have an independent electrical connection.
(Article T35, section VII of Safety Regulations relating to fire and panic risks on sites receiving the public – ERP – decree of 25,06,1980).

 DESCRIPTION

Service that provides an electrical supply for your stand
— rental basis only.

Electricity will be supplied exclusively by Eurexpo’s
approved supplier, who will also provide technical
assistance throughout the period of the show. The
hardware used will vary depending on your requirements.

An electrical power supply is not
systematically provided in your stand.
Check the description of your stand with
the organiser.
One electrical box can only supply one
stand.

For more information about prices, please check the exhibition’s order form or go 
to the website www.eurexpo.com — Exhibitors section.

Before submitting your order, please assess your electricity 
requirements according to:

· Utilisation time:
- Intermittent connection for a supply during the show’s 
opening hours (1h before / 1h after)
- Continuous connection for a supply 24h/day.

· Rating of equipment to 
connect—examples :
Vacuum cleaner: 1.5kW
Water heater 15 litres: 2kW
Micro-wave oven: 1kW
Coffee machine: 0.8 to 4kW
Computer: 0.4kW
Rail of three spotlights: 0.3kW
Refrigerator: 0.4kW

IMPORTANT

POWER SUPPLY TYPE OF SUPPLY

From 2 to 20kW
Intermittent/Continuous

Dimensions:
48cm (L) x 37cm (W) x 

35cm (D)

Service power socket with:
- 3 female sockets 220V single phase, 16A, max 3kW 
per socket.
-1 female P17 380V tetraphase 32A socket (CEE form)
IMPORTANT : for any single consumption requiring 
more than 3kW, use a P17 male connector, tetraphase 
32A.

From 30 to 40kW
Intermittent/Continuous

Dimensions : 
75cm (L) x 40cm (W) x 

30cm (D)

Electrical box:
- 1 single phase 220V 16A socket
- 1 P17 63A tetraphase socket (CEE form)
- 1 63A terminal
IMPORTANT : Provide a distribution box or a 
connection. Specify the characteristics of the machine.

From 60 to 80kW
Intermittent/Continuous

Dimensions:
115cm (L) x 60cm (W) 

x 25cm (D)

Electrical box
- 1 single phase 220V 16A socket
- 1 P17 32A tetraphase socket (CEE form)
- 1 160A Terminal
IMPORTANT : Provide a distribution box or a 
connection. Specify the characteristics of the machine.

> 80kW Please contact our Exhibitors Service by e-mail.
services@eurexpo.com

Characteristics of power supplied:
- In all cases, a protection conductor (earth).
- All our services are equipped with overcurrent protection systems and a main circuit breaker 
(differential 30mA – Response Curve C)

ELECTRICAL SUPPLY



INSTALLATION OF 
ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT

 GENERAL CONDITIONS

- Electrical and distribution boxes will be installed on the floor, in
accordance with the dimensioned and oriented plan attached to
your order. You can use the drawing provided in the section
“Layout of your stand”.

- If no plan is provided, standard default connections will be
installed, as specified in the next section “electrical installation by
default”.

‐ Please, specify whether your stand will be equipped with a
technical floor or not (preferred height: 10cm), together with its
dimensions and date of installation.

- As required by Safety Regulations, the electrical box must be
permanently accessible but out of reach of the public.

- Equipment installed on the stand remains the exhibitor’s liability
throughout the entire period of the show.

The plan should be dimensioned and 
oriented in relation to the alleys and/or 
adjacent stands, and clearly show the 
location of the services ordered.

Power boxes should be positioned close to 
the technical gutters, particularly if you 
are not using a technical floor, as cables 
will be visible on your stand between the 
connection point and the point of 
utilisation. Contact the show organiser 
directly to obtain a gutter layout drawing.

Any request on site concerning a change 
of position of an electrical box already 
installed will be invoiced. Prices available 
on request.

IMPORTANT

In hall 5.2, electrical cable comes from the roof;
the power box will still be set on the floor.

 ELECTRICAL INSTALLATION BY DEFAULT

‐ For every order of electrical connection, the supply will be installed on the stand in 
accordance with the stand layout submitted by the exhibitor (linked to the order form).

- If the exhibitor does not submit a dimensioned and oriented plan to the Exhibitors 
Service, the supply will be installed by default as shown below:

STAND LAYOUTS LEGENDS

ELECTRICAL SERVICES

Default electrical installation:



TO INCREASE 
POWER RATING

 PROCEDURE
If your stand already has an electrical connection (electrical box
included in your stand package or already ordered), you can
change the power allocated depending on your needs:

- By increasing the overall power (buying more kW).
Example : To uprate an intermittent connection from 3kW to 5kW,
order a power increase of 2kW daytime.

- By changing the utilisation times (switch to continuous,
24h/day). Example : To change a 3kW daytime connection to a
continuous 4kW connection, first order a change to continuous, and
then a 1kW increase in the continuous rating.

For the complete applicable
price list, refer to the show’s
order form.

SUPPLEMENTARY 
SERVICES

 DETAILED COMPOSITION OF SERVICES

Eurexpo also provides supplementary services to meet your
electrical requirements. These services are installed by Eurexpo’s
approved electrical supplier.

IMPORTANT

Eurexpo technicians are not allowed to 
work on equipment installed by a third 
party.

SERVICE COMPOSITION

Supplementary or 
remote power 

sockets

- Single Phase 16A - 220V French remote socket (max 3kW)
- Three-phase (on demand): 16A, 32A, 63A, 125A - 380V : 3Ph. + E 
- Tetraphase (by default)  16A, 32A, 63A, 125A -380V : 3Ph.+ E + N (P17 CEE Form)
IMPORTANT: The socket does not work without any power supply.
Submit an oriented drawing of your stand, showing the exact positioning of your remote power 
sockets. 

Distribution 
boxes

- Distribution box max 20kW with 6 single-phase sockets 16A and 1 CEE P17 (3P+N+E) socket 
32A.

- Distribution box for connection over 20kW. 
IMPORTANT: 

Over 20kW, Please give the type of electrical outlet you need by email
services@eurexpo.com

Connections

Connection may also be quoted, to connect your machines to the electrical box.

To ask for a quote services@eurexpo.com

Machine start-up
For machines drawing a start-up current of more than 30mA but less than 300mA, a “machine 
connection” may be provided, in addition to your main connection (see price list).
IMPORTANT: Specify the rating(s) of machine(s) requiring this service.

Services based 
on quote

Quotes may be requested by email to our Exhibitors Service for:
- An electrical connection in the halls, on a mezzanine.
- An outdoor electrical connection (for all vehicles such as refrigerated or container trucks).
- Any specific power requirement or complete wiring of your installation.

ELECTRICAL SERVICES

ELECTRICAL SERVICES



SLINGS, ROPES, LIGHTNING

EQUIPMENT USED

 DESCRIPTION

To enhance your stand, Eurexpo offers overhead displays and
lightning solutions. You can thus create your own atmosphere
and increase visibility of your company and your products.

Our equipment is available on a rental basis only and should
be ordered through our website www.eurexpo.com. For
specific products, you can request a quote by email to
accrochage@eurexpo.com. Acceptance of the quote
constitutes confirmation of the order.

For further information concerning
the available services, consult the
corresponding technical data sheets
on our website: www.eurexpo.com —
exhibitors section — suspension
services.

 DETAIL OF EQUIPMENT USED

STEEL CABLE SLINGS

- Attached to building structural 
nodes by steel shackles

- Finished with a loop with a 
wire thimble

- Diameter 25mm

NYLON CORD

For display panels weighing 
less than 10kg

HOISTING BY PULLEY BLOCKS

Manual or electric hoists

- Or by lifting tower

- Overhead access by elevator 
pod, reserved for park 
approved personnel

CHARACTERISTICS LIGHTNING CONTROL INCLUDED IN THE 
SERVICE

- Requests for overhead 
displays will be technically 
analysed and loads will be 
computed.

- The location of the building 
structure nodes may limit 
overhead display possibilities.

- A precision tolerance of 50cm 
in plan view and 10cm in height 
must be allowed, as a function 
of the hall and the weights 
suspended.

- Subject to feasibility, all slings 
displacements, if it is already 
suspended, will be billed.

The lightning supplied by Eurexpo is 
set up the day before the opening of 
the show, as soon as the exhibited 
equipment is installed.

- Installation and removal of 
slings.

- Installation and removal of 
lightning and banners ordered to 
our service.

- For lightning kits: the complete 
installation of the equipment, the 
electric connection, and the 
technical assistance during the 
exhibition.

For lightning kits,  
The power supply 
consumed is not 
included in the 
electrical box.



SLINGS, ROPES, LIGHTNING

EXECUTION OF SERVICE

 RENTAL TERMS

- You must submit a dimensioned and oriented plan, as soon as
possible, showing the overhead equipment to be suspended and
the floor junction box, the weight of the suspended equipment,
the height of the sling loop and the method of hoisting.

- Contact the organiser directly to obtain a show layout drawing.

The latest date for ordering is 15 days 
before the setting up of the show, to 
allow for feasibility analyses and 
installation time.

Additional analysis expenses will be 
invoiced in respect of any changes 
requested after completion of the 
technical analysis.

IMPORTANT

A floor level main junction box should be
ordered separately from the park Exhibition
Service, as a function of the overhead
consumption specified for each item.

 TECHNICAL SERVICES

‐ During setting up and throughout the show, a feasibility analysis
will be conducted in respect of any request changes, and the said
changes will only be incorporated when the new quote has been
settled in full.

- Park technicians are not allowed to work on equipment installed
by a third party.

IMPORTANT

Overhead installations may only be installed 
by the approved park service technicians.

SLINGS, ROPES, LIGHTNING

TECHNICAL LIMITATIONS

 NO OVERHEAD DISPLAY POSSIBLE

‐ Gallery 4
- Gallery 2 : the entire width and over a length of 6m, from the Place des Lumières.
- Gallery 6 : the entire width and over a length of 8.50m, from the Place des Lumières.
- Gallery 7 : the entire width and over a length of 8m, from Hall 6.
- Passages 21, 22, 3, 34, 45, 5, 4.1-4.2.B
- Around the perimeter of the halls over a width of 3m.
- The mobile partition positions only when the partitions are installed.
- All the decorative finishing panels in the halls, their supports, ceiling gratings, and passages between halls.

 LIMITATION DES HAUTEURS MAXIMALES 

The maximum height limits are a function of the show Architectural Regulations imposed by the organiser.
All the halls allow an overhead display suspension at 6m with the exception of:
- Halls 2.2, 2.3A, 3.2, 5.2: maximum height 5m.
- Gallery 2: maximum height between 2m and 5.30m, depending on the location.
- Gallery 6: maximum height between 3m and 6m, depending on the location.
- Gallery 7 : maximum height between 3m and 5.50m, depending on the location.

 AVAILABLE LOAD

The maximum load authorised above your booth is 10kg/m2.
Example : for a booth measuring 36m2, you can suspend 360kg maximum.



SUSPENDED BANNERS

EQUIPMENT

 DESCRIPTION

To become known or be recognised, your identity or sector of activity must be immediately identifiable and
correspond to your image. Thus, the success of your stand is dependent on good display panels.

- Display panel kits ordered are installed during the initial setting up of the show, before your arrival.

- You must send us a dimensioned and oriented plan of the items to be suspended, with their respective heights, and
the computer file for the printing.

Eurexpo offers a selection of display panel kits that can be ordered via www.eurexpo.com

For specific requirements, ask for a quote via email to accrochage@eurexpo.com

Latest date for orders is 10 days before the setting up of the show, to allow time for validation
and production.

CHARACTERISTICS INSTALLATION INCLUDED IN THE 
SERVICE

- Polyester banner without PVC, fireproofing 
treatment M1, 280g/m2, four-color process single-
side digital printing.

- Printing: from an electronic file provided by the 
exhibitor, following validation of “Approved for 
Printing”.

- Data file format: vectorised EPS, Illustrator or 
700dpi high definition PDF.

The various models are 
suspended by cords (nylon 
cords, diameter 4mm), either 
on the structural framework 
or under scenic structures, 
depending on the location.

- Making of the top and 
bottom sheaths

- The cords

- The top bars and ballast 
weight (rented items)

- Installation

TECHNICAL LIMITATIONS

 NO OVERHEAD DISPLAY POSSIBLE AND MAXIMUM HEIGHT LIMITS

See the technical restrictions indicated in the section “SLINGS, ROPES, LIGHTNING”.

SUSPENDED BANNERS



VIDEO

EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE

 DESCRIPTION

To meet your requirements for promotional operations and video presentations on your stand, Eurexpo provides a
broad range of screens – for rental only.

Screens can be ordered via our website www.eurexpo.com

For specific products and for details about the different screen mounting possibilities, send an email and
ask for a quotation to accrochage@eurexpo.com

CHARACTERISTICS INSTALLATION INCLUDED IN THE 
SERVICE

- Formats: 40’’, 46’’ and 55’’

- Software used: Magic Infolight which reads 
videos continuously or consecutively, with no 
dark transition screen

- Reads the following formats: .avi, .mkv, 
.asf, .wmv, .mp4, .vob, .mpg, .tp, .trp

- Compatible connector types: DVD reader, 
PC, USB drive

- On legs

- Wall mounted: only on a wooden 
partition that can be drilled but not 
adjoining other stands

- Under slings: depending on height 
required

- Delivery with speakers

- Installation and removal

- Connection to your 
hardware

- Technical assistance

VIDEO

EXECUTION OF SERVICE

 TERMS OF RENTAL

- The exhibitor is liable in respect of the equipment throughout the
rental period (including installation and removal). Insurance is
recommended. Declared values: for a 40’’ screen 922€, for a 46’’
screen 1095€, for a 55’’ screen 1785€.

- The oriented and dimensioned plan showing the precise locations of
the junction box, the connections (DVD reader, PC, memory stick) and
the rented equipment, must be returned to us.

- Contact the organiser directly to obtain a layout drawing.

IMPORTANT

- An electrical power socket will be 
required to connect the equipment 
ordered.

- An electrical connection must be 
ordered.

- A screen consumes 500W.

 TECHNICAL SERVICES

- A quote will be issued in respect of any changes requested during setting up and throughout the period of the show, 
and the change will only be incorporated when the full amount of the said quote has been settled.

- Park technicians are not allowed to work on equipment installed by a third party.

Delivery will take place the day before the opening of the show. One of your representatives must be
present at the booth during the delivery. Please give us a name and telephone number.



WATER SUPPLIES

WATER SERVICES

 DESCRIPTION
For every stand needing a water supply, Eurexpo provides services to meet
your requirements.
Each connected appliance must have a water connection or bypass (not
more than 5 bypasses per water connection).

Your stand must have a technical floor (minimum height 10cm) to protect
and hide the water supply and drain pipes that will cross the stand area
between the connection point and the end utilisation point.

The exhibitor is liable in respect of its own space, and must therefore
provide the necessary protection for all pipes and cables, while also meeting
all visual appearance requirements.
Example: transit of pipes.

Water connection is not possible on 
the Place des Lumières.
You should ask the feasibility to your 
technical team if you need one in Hall 
5.2, galleries 2, 4 and 6. For further 
general information, contact the 
Exhibitors Service.

The exhibitor must provide a 
dimensioned and oriented plan 
showing the precise location of the 
services ordered.

Any modification requested after 
delivery will be invoiced.

IMPORTANT

Please mind the location of the technical Gutter.
A show layout drawing may be obtained from the show’s organiser.
For outside water services, and the mezzanine in halls, contact the Exhibitors Service directly at  
services@eurexpo.com

SERVICE DESCRIPTION

Main water connection 
(water supply + drain)

- A cold water supply: flexible hose terminated by a male valve, diameter 
15/21mm. The system pressure is 3 bars.

- Drainage of waste water: flexible hose, diameter 40/49mm. (max 
temperature 60°C).

Option: You can order the connection of an appliance by our technicians 
(check the show’s order form).
Included in the service: water consumption during the period of the show.

Bypass

- Secondary connection from the main connection (maximum 5m of pipes 
between the two points).
- Connection of an appliance made by our technicians (only on an appliance 

that is connected to the bypass). 
Important: If the main water supply is ordered without connection, the 
exhibitors will have to ensure it themselves.

WATER SUPPLIES

OTHER SERVICES

 PRESENTATION

Eurexpo offers services adapted to your needs.
‐ Sink (one bowl): l 40cm x L 50cm x H 85cm
- Sink one bowl with a rack: l 60cm x Long 60cm x H 85cm
- Water-heater : 15Litres D 34cm x H 35cm. Requested power: 2 kW – Warm in 20 minutes
(200 litres available- ask our Exhibitors Service for a quotation)
- Single water supply / single water drain if needed
- High temperature drain on quotation only (more than 60°C)

- Filling and Emptying of a Pool. During the filling time, someone responsible of your
company must be on your stand. The emptying are made at the end of the fair, we do not
schedule appointments.

Supplementary services are executed the day before the opening of the show.



COMPRESSED AIR SUPPLIES

MAIN COMPRESSED AIR 
SUPPLY

 DESCRIPTION
Eurexpo can provide compressed air supply on your stand. For any request,
please contact the Exhibitors Service.

Your supply points should be positioned nearby a technical gutter,
particularly if you don’t have a technical floor, as the cables and pipes will
run on your stand until the requested location of your appliances.

You will be in charge of providing the necessary protection for the pipes,
without spoiling the visual appearance of the stand.

The exhibitor must provide a 
dimensioned and oriented plan 
showing the precise positioning of 
the services ordered.

The user should check the 
compressed air supply before 
connecting a tool or appliance, 
particularly for pressure and 
condensation.

The user should provide all 
necessary protection, in order to 
prevent any possibility of 
equipment damage.

IMPORTANT

You can ask for the location of the nearest gutters to
the tradeshow’s organisation.
Any last-minute, on-site modification of your booth
layout will be invoiced.

SERVICE DESCRIPTION INCLUDED IN THE SERVICE

Main compressed 
air inlet

- Supply to a female threaded spherical ball valve, 
diameter 15/21mm (=1/2 inch) delivering a maximum 
pressure of 6 bars, for delivery rates:

• less than 12m3/hour (=200l/min max) 
• Less than 20m3/hour (=330l/minute max) 
• Less than 35m3/hour (=580l/min max)
• Less than 60m3/hour (= 1 000l/min max)
Pressure: 6 bars maximum.

Option: connection to an appliance made by our 
technicians.

- Set-up of the service

- Technical supervision

- Maintenance of the network

- Compressed air consumed

OTHER SERVICES

 DESCRIPTION

Supplementary services are also available:

- Secondary air inlet from the main inlet (connection included in the bypass).

- Connection from the main inlet pipe to your appliances.

The compressed air system should be operational one day before the opening of the 
show, check this information with our Eurexpo team.

COMPRESSED AIR SUPPLIES



SERVICE DESCRIPTION

Internet by wire
Internet access by wire (SDSL) high security with guaranteed up and down 
rate from 3 Mbps to 50 Mbps. (ask our team for more)
One RJ45 plug is included.

CAUTION: For technical and safety reasons, this type of service can only 
be installed by the Exhibition Park technicians. You must not create your 
own private Wi-Fi network.

Wi-fi
- Individual Wi-Fi access, 1 appliance connected at a time. 
- Custom Wi-Fi cover up to 10, 20 or 50 devices connected simultaneously 
to the same network. 

Supplementary 
services

- Public IP option (if you need your own Public IP without using Eurexpo’s
default one). 
- Extra RJ45 network wires (per terminal), the switch is included.

CAUTION: You must have the administrator’s rights for the terminals 
concerned. If you want to connect several computers to a wire line, you will 
need an RJ45 wiring for each terminal. 

Services on a quote 
basis: contact our 
Exhibitors Service

To enable us to quote, please specify the bandwidth and number of 
simultaneous connections required.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

TELEPHONE

 DESCRIPTION
Eurexpo can provide a rented analogue telephone 
line for the connection of a telephone, fax (not 
supplied) or payment terminal (not supplied).

Only Eurexpo’s authorised supplier can install the 
services ordered.

SERVICE DESCRIPTION

Analogue telephone 
line

The telephone handset is offered free of 
charge

ISDN / NUMERIS line Contact our Exhibitors Service 
services@eurexpo.com for a quote.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS

INTERNET

 CHARACTERISTICS

IMPORTANT

It is forbidden to create your own private Wi-Fi network.
Please, submit an oriented drawing with the positioning of the hardware ordered (except for Wi-Fi).
Internet cables are installed during the setting up of the show and will be operational the day before the opening.
Only Eurexpo technicians are able to install the services ordered.

To remain online permanently, Eurexpo provides an Internet access to meet your requirements, operating in DHCP 
(automatic connection) by default.



DRINKS

COFFEE MACHINES

 DESCRIPTION

To make your booth at the show more pleasant
or to warmly welcome your visitors, Eurexpo
offers a coffee machine rental service that will
delight everyone.

If your stand already has a power box, keep a socket 
free for the equipment ordered. Otherwise, you can 
order a specific electrical connection.

A coffee machine consumes up to 2kW.

The rented equipment will be delivered to the stand on 
the day before the show opens.

IMPORTANT

SERVICE DESCRIPTION

Coffee machine + kit

- Coffee machine: 41cm (L) x 24cm (W) x 42cm (D)
- 150 caps of the best coffee blends
- 150 eco-friendly cups
- 150 packets of granulated sugar
- 150 eco-friendly stirrers

Refill

‐ 150 capsules of the best coffee blends
- 150 plastic cups
- 150 packets of granulated sugar
- 150 eco-friendly stirrers

DRINKS

WATER FOUNTAINS

 DESCRIPTION

Water fountains are also available on rental,
offering refreshments for you and your visitors.

Works without electricity.

You can plug it to your power box if you want 
cold water: an available power socket will be 
required.
Make sure to include the water fountain approximate 
consumption of 400W into your initial power order.

The rented equipment will be delivered to your stand 
on the day before the opening of the show.

IMPORTANT

SERVICE DESCRIPTION

Water fountain + kit
- Water fountain: 193cm (L) with the container x 34 cm (D)
- 2 containers of 20 litres of water (spring water)
- 200 eco-friendly cups

Refill
- 1 container of 20 litres of water
- 100 eco-friendly cups



WASTE CLEARANCE AFTER SHOW

WASTE SKIPS RENTAL

Under the terms of law 92-646 of 12.07.1992, the exhibitor is responsible for its own waste and that of its subcontractors, and for waste clearance from site.
The exhibitor must also ensure that final waste disposal meets all regulatory requirements relating to the environment and to selective sorting. This could be
done through Eurexpo technical services or their approved contractors, who will removal all waste and ensure treatment in accordance with the applicable
regulations.

 DESCRIPTION

After the show, the exhibitor must leave the stand clear of waste. Eurexpo offers either a 30m3 waste skip for rental,
or a waste removal service per m3.

The exhibitor’s name is marked on the waste skip for identification. Please, specify the name when ordering.

The skip will be provided the morning after the show closes, the closest location possible, on
the outside car park, providing sufficient space is available.

SERVICE DESCRIPTION INCLUDED IN THE SERVICE

Rental of waste skips 
30m3

Excluding filling and 
handling

- Waste skip 30m3.

- Height 2m40.

- Differentiation between Wood and Mixed waste

CAUTION: the exhibitor must sort and pick up the 
waste, and fill the skip.

- Delivery and removal of the 
waste skip.

- Technical supervision.

Rental of waste skips 
30m3

Including waste collection 
from stand

Waste picked up from the stand by Eurexpo’s technical 
staff and transferred to the rented skip.

Differentiation between Wood and Mixed waste

CAUTION: the exhibitor must place the waste on 
pallets, on the booth.

- Delivery and removal of the 
waste skip.

- Permanent technical presence.

- Transfer of waste from booth to 
skip.

Waste removal, per m3

Wastes picked up from the stand by Eurexpo’s technical 
staff, per m3.

Differentiation between Wood and Mixed waste

CAUTION: the exhibitor must dismantle his stand and 
gather all his waste.

Transfer of waste from booth to 
skip.



PARKING

SERVICE

 DESCRIPTION
Eurexpo provides exhibitors with car parking facilities close to
the exhibition halls. To use these parking facilities, you must buy
a car park card. It is valid for vehicles weighing less than 3.5T.

For vehicles weighing more than 3.5T parking around the halls
is prohibited during the show.

Exhibitors car park safety information:

- Access to the Exhibitors car park is 
controlled.

- The Exhibitors car park is not guarded. The 
fees paid are parking fees and do not include 
the security services.

- Vehicle owners are fully liable in respect of 
any risks related to parking.

- Parking is prohibited on the priority lanes 
reserved for fire and safety services.

IMPORTANT

During building and dismantling days, the
exhibitors and his subcontractors have to
download and print a special pass (link is send
by the organization of the exhibition) for
entering the park

PARKING

PARKING DETAILS

 PARKING CARDS RECOVERY

Car park cards are not always included in your “stand package”. Please, check with the Tradeshow’s organisation.

Supplementary car park cards or those ordered directly from the Exhibitors Service without postage should be
recovered on site, during the mounting phase.

If you opted for the car park cards to be sent by post mail, your cards will be sent to you some days after the
deadline of postage order (refer to the terms of the show) at the address specified on the order form.

All exhibitors from within the EU and from OUTSIDE the EU have to pay 20% VAT on the car 
park cards.

For some shows, car park cards are not sent out and have to be picked up at the Exhibitors Service.

Car park cards ordered and not used cannot be refunded.

IMPORTANT



FLOOR ANCHORING

TAPE

 DESCRIPTION

During carpet fitting, please respect the following rules.

Caution, standard tape is allowed accept on some sensitive areas:

- Place des Lumières
- Main entrance, reception Confluence and reception Bocuse
- Halls 2.3 and 6.3
- Halls 1 and 6.1 entries

For these areas, you need to use the following tape: ref 4023 with Rubantex.
Contact Rubantex : rubantex@wanadoo.fr – +33 (0)4 72 05 65 50 

All degradation will be invoiced via the state of place made in the beginning of setting up and at the end of 
rehabilitation of your spaces.

IMPORTANT

FLOOR ANCHORING

CONCRETE ANCHORING

 DESCRIPTION

Because of a large number of constraints, we strongly recommend to use load distribution plates. Each floor
fixing is subject to validation by Eurexpo.

Your request has to respect the following characteristics:

- Concrete anchoring is only possible on road coating floors for halls 1, 2.1, 2.2, 3.1, 3.2, 4.1, 4.2, 5.1, 5.2, 6.1,
6.2, 7 , Galleries 2, 4 et 6.
- Concrete anchoring is forbidden in certain areas: Main entrance / Place des Lumières, Esplanade, Hall 2.3 and
6.3, North and South patios, Footbridges.
- Maximum diameter: 15mm
- Maximum width: 10cm
- Loads : 1.5 Ton/m2 on road coating floors, 0.5 Ton/m2 on technical gutters with load distribution plates.

Each hole will be invoiced (290€).

We are not responsible of the metal anchors resistance. 

These anchor points have to be declared and ordered (on a quote basis only) imperatively to Eurexpo. If anchor 
points are not declared, this will be considered as a transgression, and it will be invoiced to the exhibitor with a 
raised price of 600€ per hole.

IMPORTANT


